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Alleged Innovation of the ’674 Patent 1:57-62. The main difference between this prior art POC system 10 and the pur-

ported invention of the ’674 Patent is|the addition ofa feedback network 310. AP- 
 
 

PLE-1003, 60. A comparison of FIG. 1 and FIG.4 illuminates this straightfor-

ward difference. Jd. 
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Excerpt from Paper2 (Petition), pp. 5-6
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IndependentClaim 1 of the ’674 Patent 
1. A multiple supply voltage device comprising:

a core networkoperative at a first supply voltage; and

a control network coupled to said core network wherein said control network is
configured to transmit a control signal, said control network comprising: an up/down
(up/down) detector configured to detect a powerstate of said core network; processing
circuitry coupled to said up/down detector and configured to generate said control signal
based on said powerstate;

one or more feedbackcircuits coupled to said up/down detector, said one or more
feedback circuits configured to provide feedback signals to adjust a current capacity of
said up/downdetector;

at least onefirst transistor coupled to a second supply voltage, the at least one more
first transistor being configured to switch on whensaid first supply voltage is powered
down andto switch off whensaid first supply voltage is powered on;

at least one second transistor coupled in series with the at least onefirst transistor
and coupled to said first supply voltage, the at least one second transistor being
configured to switch on whensaid first supply voltage is powered on and to switchoff
whensaid first supply voltage is powered down;

at least one third transistor coupled in series betweenthe at least onefirst transistor
and the at least one second transistor.

APPLE-1001, 8:44-9:3

(cited at Paper7, pp. 6-7).
4



See
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Figure 4 of the ’674 Patent
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See Paper2, pp.6, 56.
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AAPAin view of Majcherczak
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Paper2, p. 56.
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No Dispute AAPA + Majcherczak
Meets Limitations of Claim 1 

1. A multiple supply voltage device comprising:

a core networkoperative at a first supply voltage; and

a control network coupled to said core network wherein said control network is
Y configured to transmit a control signal, said control network comprising: an up/down

(up/down) detector configured to detect a powerstate of said core network; processing

of circuitry coupled to said up/down detector and configured to generate said control signal
based on said powerstate;

one or more feedbackcircuits coupled to said up/down detector, said one or more

SY feedback circuits configured to provide feedback signals to adjust a current capacity of
said up/downdetector;

at least onefirst transistor coupled to a second supply voltage, the at least one more

Y first transistor being configured to switch on whensaid first supply voltage is powered
down andto switch off whensaid first supply voltage is powered on;

at least one second transistor coupled in series with the at least onefirst transistor
and coupled to said first supply voltage, the at least one second transistor being

Y configured to switch on whensaid first supply voltage is powered on and to switchoff
whensaid first supply voltage is powered down;

at least one third transistor coupled in series betweenthe at least onefirst transistor
and the at least one secondtransistor.

APPLE-1001, 8:44-9:3

(cited at Paper 2, pp. 46-56; Paper7, pp. 6-7).
8
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No Dispute AAPA + Majcherczak
Meets Limitations of Claim 1
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FIG. 4

’°674 Patent’s FIG. 4

Paper2, pp. 6, 56.
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Motivation to Combine AAPA and Majcherczak

Integrate feedback transistor M6 to gain “proper stabilizing”

(gate connected to output of inverter, source connected to Vio, and
drain connected to output of power up/down detector—justas in

Majcherczak)

POC- to I/O Circuits

Power U/D Signal
Detector Amp

100 101
(PRIOR ART)

FIG.1

AAPA POCSystem

 
Majcherczak Voltage Detector

 
Paper2, p. 44.
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Motivation to Combine AAPA and Majcherczak

One hardware solution currently in use provides power-up/
down detectors to generate a power-on/off-control (POC)

[0013] The invention therefore relates toadeviceforthe
detectionofthelevelofthecoresupplyvoltageofan

applied as
signal internally.integratedcircuitwithrespecttothelevelofanimerface
powersupplyvoltageatahighernominallevel,

a powersupply voltage to interface circuits of the integrated
POC system 10 is made up of three||circuit. For the transmission of input/output signals, the

APPLE-1008 (Majcherczak), J 0013.APPLE-1001 (’674 Patent), 1:57-60.
Cited at Paper2, pp. 37, 43. Cited at Paper16,p. 4.

 
AAPAand Majcherczak

In Exact SameField

12
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Motivation to Combine AAPA and Majcherczak 

powersupply voltage Vdd3. This pull-downtransistor M6 is
typically a P-type MOStransistor, controlled at its gate by

. the inverse detection signal Corpopp, given by the inverter
Majcherczak Teaches IV of the output stage E3.

ici ivati(M6enablestheproperstabilizingofthedetectiondevice.ItExplicit Motivation for maintains the node Nin at Vdd3, by feedback.
Feedback in a Power

Supply Voltage
Detection Circuit[ofacorepowersupply,andahighthresholdofswitchingof
thedetectioncircuitfromastateofabsenceofthecore
supplytoastateofpresenceofthecoresupply.In particular,

[0038] With the output stage E3, 
Cited at Paper 2, p. 42; Paper16,p. 4.

13
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QC and Its Expert Agree with Advantages
of Adding Feedback to AAPA 

Q. Dr. Pedram, we've been talking about noise APPLE-1017, 46:20-47:8
immunity. (cited at Paper 16,p. 5).

If someone told you toSolveanoise.

immunityproblembyaddinghysteresisto the prior

art Figure 1 circuit in the ‘674 patent, in 2001,

how would you have gone about adding hysteresis to

that circuit?

A. So normally,‘toaddhysteresistoa

circuit, you have to make the circuit behave

differently for different input transitions.

Whether low-to-high or high-to-low, you have to

behave differently. And thenonecouldpotentially

usefeedbacktocreatethatkindofdifferent:

‘responsetodifferenttransitionsthatyouhave.

stability of its detection device. See, e.g., Ex. 1008 at 937.FacingMajcherezak’s

problemof adding stability, 7.e., avoiding false detection such as by adding a noise

 
margin,theintuitivesolutionwouldbetoaddhysteresis,andthatiswhat

“Majcherezakdescribes.But the POSA faced with the switching speed problem of|(Paper19), p. 5.
QC’s Sur-Reply 

14
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Hysteresis Had Known Benefits to a POSITA

ToBetpereetetieeetlneeeistereriadFigure 3-48(a) showsaninput signal with long
rise andfall times and about 0.5 V of noise onit.

An ordinary inverter, without hysteresis, has the
same switching threshold for both positive-going
and negative-going transitions, V;=2.5 V. Thus,

heordinaryinverterrespondstothenoea=
shownin (b), producing multiple output changes

each time the noisy input voltage crosses the
switching threshold. However, as shownin (c), a

noise amplitude.

Figure 3-48 Device operation with slowly changing inputs:(a) a noisy, slowly

15

changing input; (b) output produced by an ordinary inverter;
(c) output produced by an inverter with 0.8 V of hysteresis.

 
APPLE-1024,pp. 87-88

(cited at Paper16,p. 4).
15
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POSITA Presumed to Know AIll Relevant Prior Art

In re GPACInc., 57 F. 3d 1573, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

“The person of ordinary skill in the art is a hypothetical person who is
presumed to know the relevantpriorart.”

 
Cited at Paper16, p. 22, n.4.



See, e.g. In re Kahn

Cross Med. Prods., Inc. v. Medtronic
Sofamor Danek, Inc.

17
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QC Advances Three. Alleged
Disadvantages of Combination

The Addition of Majcherczak’s Transistor M6 to the AAPA

Results in(eaenTand the POSA
Would Therefore Not Make This Combination

The Proposed Combination of the AAPA and Majchercezak
Also Results in Comparedto
Majceherczak.

The Combination of AAPA and Majcherczak Proposed byPetitioner Would Result in aDCFightingConditionand
During Turn-On Transitions.

 
Paper12, pp. 21, 25, 27.

19
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QC’s Expert Testified That Mitigation of
Disadvantages Within Skill of POSITA

Q. Dr. Pedram, if you handed one of your If | told them the technology in which the

graduate students prior art Figure 1 from the '674 transistors are implemented in 2009, maybe it's a

patent and asked them to propose a method of 65-nanometer CMOS technology, so you have the IV

reducing power consumption by any amount, so a small characteristics of these transistors at different

amount or a large amount, would your student have operating voltages and so on.(And/nowtakethis

been able to, in February of 2009, propose ways ofdesign,makesureyoucanreducetheleakage.But
at the same time, your detection speed should not

 
reducing power consumption?

exceed, say, a nanosecond. I'm just making up

numbers. So within one nanosecond, make sure you

can detect it. But then subject to that constraint,

Adjusting Transistor Size minimize the leakage through this.

& Threshold Voltage (VT) (EGESTEOTINRVE? UEISSyIVSUICAHISTENTS
Mitigates Leakage‘candoVIadjustment. He would say, can | also

change the VIO value? No. Can | change the V-core

value? No. Can | change the slope of the V-core as

| wanted to? No, the slope of the incision is
whatever it is.

 
APPLE-1017, 63:22-65:20

(cited at Paper 16, p. 10).
20

20
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QC’s Expert Testified That Mitigation of
Disadvantages Within Skill of POSITA 

Selecting Transistor
Sizes Within Skill of

POSITA 
Okay. So subject to these things, go ahead

and optimize. He would go and probably do some

splice simulations,maybedoanexhaustive

enumerationofthedifferenttransistorsizesthat

youseeinM1,M2,M3there.Try hundred different

values for M1, ten different values for M2, ten

different values for M3, see what the performance

characteristics are in terms of the leakage.

Any solution that would have violated the

performance constraint, the detection latency

without being thrown out, everything that meets it,

was admissible among those,pickthebestone,come

APPLE-1017, 65:7-20

(cited at Paper 16, p. 10).
21
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Apple’s Expert Agrees That Mitigation of
Disadvantages Within Skill of POSITA 

Adj Uusti ng Trans istor S ize 76. Circuits with feedback, including the ’674 Figure 4 circuit and prior
art combinations, do not have the same problem because the gate of the feedback

oe qTNah*I d eIBee (VT) transistor is driven all the way to the high (5 V) rail by the inverter, and that
itigates Leakage completely turns off the P-channel feedback FET. The other P-channel FETs can

have thresholds far below the maximum input voltage to keep them off as well.
Vv. Summary

74. Inrunning the SPICE simulations in this report, itiwaslelearthattheWith a -2.3V threshold and the input at 3.3V, the P-channel FET(s) donotstart

conducting until the input voltage drops below 5-2.3=2.7V, keeping the P channel

(tended) The FETthresholds determinethe input level where POC (power on strongly off during normal operation when the input voltage is a 3V or higher.

control) signal is asserted and the levels also affect the leakage once that input

level is reached. A key difference in the AAPAcircuit and the circuits with

 
feedbackis in the setting of the thresholds for the P channel FETs. In all circuits,

APPLE-1018, 9] 74, 76
(cited at Paper16,p. 9).

22
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Apple’s Expert Agrees That Mitigation of Disadvantages Within Skill of POSITA

41. The ’674 Patent does not specify Vi, or Ron for the transistors in the

circuits in the drawings and specification. Thefact that the °674 Patent does not

Selecting
Transistor Sizes

Within Skill of

POSITA

give guidance in the selection of these key parameters indicates thataPOSITA, 
APPLE-1003, ¥ 41

(cited at Paper 16, p. 10).
23

23
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24

Mitigation,of Alleged Disadvantages
Was Within Skill of POSITA

The Addition of Majcherczak’s Transistor M6 to the AAPA

Results inIncreasedLeakageCurrent,and the POSA
Would Therefore Not Make This Combination

The Proposed Combination of the AAPA and Majcherczak
Also Results in Comparedto
Majcherczak. 
The Combination of AAPA and Majcherczak Proposed byPetitioner Would Result in aDCFightingConditionand

During Turn-On Transitions.

See Paper16,p. 12.

24

24
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QC’s Expert Testified That Mitigation of
Disadvantages Within Skill of POSITA 

Q. You haven't calculated how frequently or

under what conditions you believe the AAPA

Majcherczak combination would result in this failure

that you described?

Adjusting Transistor Size A. It's a situation that could easily arise if
& Threshold Voltage (VT)youdon'tdotherightsizingandtherightfacial

Mitigates “Rare”Voltageassignment. But -- of transistors --
DC Fighting Condition various transistor. Not just one transistor. Al|

of the transistors you see this design, and that's

why it's a complicated task.

But it's a situationonrareoccasions:

‘couldhappen. And -- and rare at the speeds that

 
APPLE-1017, 181:10-21

(cited at Paper 16,p. 11).
25

25
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Apple’s Expert Agrees That Mitigation of
Disadvantages Within Skill of POSITA 

Adj Uusti ng Trans istor S ize 76. Circuits with feedback, including the ’674 Figure 4 circuit and prior
art combinations, do not have the same problem because the gate of the feedback

oe qTh Waa OoS vea2 (VT) transistor is driven all the way to the high (5 V) rail by the inverter, and that
itigates Glitc completely turns off the P-channel feedback FET. The other P-channel FETs can

have thresholds far below the maximum input voltage to keep them off as well.
Vv. Summary

74. Inrunning the SPICE simulations in this report, itiwaslelearthattheWith a -2.3V threshold and the input at 3.3V, the P-channel FET(s) donotstart

conducting until the input voltage drops below 5-2.3=2.7V, keeping the P channel

(tended) The FETthresholds determinethe input level where POC (power on strongly off during normal operation when the input voltage is a 3V or higher.

control) signal is asserted and the levels also affect the leakage once that input

level is reached. A key difference in the AAPAcircuit and the circuits with

 
feedbackis in the setting of the thresholds for the P channel FETs. In all circuits,

APPLE-1018, 9] 74, 76
(cited at Paper16,p. 9).

26
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Mitigation,of Alleged Disadvantages
Was Within Skill of POSITA

The Addition of Majcherczak’s Transistor M6 to the AAPA

Results inIncreasedLeakageCurrent,and the POSA
Would Therefore Not Make This Combination

The Proposed Combination of the AAPA and Majcherczak
Also Results in Comparedto
Majcherczak. 
The Combination of AAPA and Majcherczak Proposed byPetitioner Would Result in aDCFightingConditionand

During Turn-On Transitions.

See Paper16,p. 12.

27
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Dr. Horst:Gonfirmed._ Through. SPIGE;Simulations
that the Alleged “Disadvantages”Did Not Exist

29.Thesimulationsshowresultsthatarealmostidentical.There are small

differences in the stack and feedback currents, but the magnitude of these

differences is small, and the resulting power graphsare nearly indistinguishable.
 

See Ex. 1017, 162:6-163:2 (Dr. Pedram agreeing that small differences in milliwatt

microwatt range makethe results in FIG. 17(b) ofPark no better or worse than one

another). 

64. Based ontheseresults, it is clear to see that when the input voltage
   EERERRECRERESE

only slightly exceeds the threshold and is subject to normal variations due to load

and noise.theAAPA/Majcherezakcombinationwouldhaveresultedinsignificant

ecreases{inpowerconsumptionovertheAAPA)This is motivation to choose the

AAPA/Majcherezak combination.

  

     
      
ee aee

Majcherezak/AAPA(lefi) and Majcherezak alone (right) with 1 pfload on node
PN. With Majcherezak alone, the loss of input power is not detected.

 
(havelextremielylowleakageuringnormaloperation?The AAPA/Majcherezak

combination has a small current pulse when the input voltageis falling, but

Majcherezak alone draws almost no current when the input voltage is falling. This

might look like a benefit, butiffRieblitimeansthatthe(irenitdoesnotlactivelypull

APPLE-1018, If 29, 64, 71(downthePNnodewhentheinputisfalling.Simulation showedthata tiny
(cited at Paper 16, pp. 9-12).
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See Winner Int’l Royalty Corp. v. Wang

29

Motivation Exists on Balance 
rE‘ Medichem,S.A. v. Rolabo, S.L., 437 F.3d 1157, 1165 (Fed.Cir.

5 weep
||
CMe ayTE SH
 
iE

“[A] given course of action often has simultaneous advantages and
disadvantages, and this does not necessarily obviate motivation to
combine. See Winner Int’l Royalty Corp. v. Wang, 202 F.3d 1340, 1349
n. 8 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“The fact that the motivating benefit comes at the
expense of another benefit, however, should not nullify its use as a basis
to modify the disclosure of one reference with the teachings of another.
Instead, the benefits, both lost and gained, should be weighed against
one another.”’).”

 

  
  
  
  
   
 

Cited at Paper 16, p 8.
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prior art consisting of patents or printed publications

prior art
consisting of patents or printed publications

32



See In re NTP, Inc.

33

AAPAIs Eligible Prior Art 
<7 One World Technologies, Inc. v. The Chamberlain Group, Inc.,

% IPR2017-00126, Paper 56, 38 (PTAB Oct. 24, 2018). 
“Significantly, despite this restriction on the prior art that could be cited
in pre-AIA reexamination proceedings, the Federal Circuit nonetheless
found that AAPA could be cited and relied upon to support the Board’s
findings in such proceedings. See In re NTP, Inc., 654 F.3d 1279, 1304
(Fed. Cir. 2011) (“We agree with the PTO that substantial evidence
supports the Board’s finding. Specifically, the AAPA states that... ,”
and this evidence supports “the Board’s conclusion that... .”).”

 
  

  

  
 

Cited at Paper 16, pp. 1-2.

33



use as
evidence of obviousness
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Steinackerin view of Doyle and Park

feedback
network

. . signal processor
first transistor Second Supply Voltage 1.2 6 P

(Vio) (per Steinacker)

third transistor

First Supply Voltage 1.1
(Veore) (per Steinacker) °— ° i Controlsignal to voltage

level shifting unit 4
(per Steinacker)

   
  

Voltage Level]
First easCircuit

Voltage Level
Shifting Unit |

 

  

Paper2, pp.12-13, 17, 33.
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No Dispute. Steinacker +.Doyle:+ Park
Meets Limitations of Claim 1 

1. A multiple supply voltage device comprising:

a core networkoperative at a first supply voltage; and

a control network coupled to said core network wherein said control network is
Y configured to transmit a control signal, said control network comprising: an up/down

(up/down) detector configured to detect a powerstate of said core network; processing

of circuitry coupled to said up/down detector and configured to generate said control signal
based on said powerstate;

one or more feedbackcircuits coupled to said up/down detector, said one or more

SY feedback circuits configured to provide feedback signals to adjust a current capacity of
said up/downdetector;

at least onefirst transistor coupled to a second supply voltage, the at least one more

Y first transistor being configured to switch on whensaid first supply voltage is powered
down andto switch off whensaid first supply voltage is powered on;

at least one second transistor coupled in series with the at least onefirst transistor
and coupled to said first supply voltage, the at least one second transistor being

Y configured to switch on whensaid first supply voltage is powered on and to switchoff
whensaid first supply voltage is powered down;

at least one third transistor coupled in series betweenthe at least onefirst transistor
and the at least one secondtransistor.

APPLE-1001, 8:44-9:3

(cited at Paper 2, pp. 22-33; Paper7, pp. 6-7).
37
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No Dispute. Steinacker +.Doyle:+ Park
Meets Limitations of Claim 1

feedback feedback
network powerup/ network

downdetector
‘ ; i first transistor signal processorfirst transistor Second Supply Voltage 1.2 signal processor 8 p

(Vio) (per Steinacker)

third transistor third transistor

First Supply Voltage 1.1
(Vcore) (per Steinacker) °— ° 24 Control signal to voltagelevel shifting unit 4

(per Steinacker)
  second transistor

Le |
Power U/D 1 Signal | Output

Detector * Processor Buffer
306 308 309

FIG. 4

Steinacker + Doyle + Park "674 Patent’s FIG. 4

 
Paper2, pp. 6, 56.
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40

Board Requested Further Clarification

achieve the claimed invention. However, we request the parties to brief this

issue further during the trial, and in particular to focus on the followmng

issues: (1) whether impermissible hindsight was used in the selection and

combmation of the prior art, (2) whether the reasons given in the Petition are

generic statements divorced from the prior art elements or focus on the

specific references used, and (3) whether a person of ordinary skill in the art

would haveselected the forced stack technique overthe sleepy stack

 
technique.

Paper7 (Institution Decision), p. 40.

40
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"674 Patent and Steinacker Are Analogous Art

1/O Network

Level Shifters
Second supply

voltage
Core Network

 

Control network

 

FIG. 3A Core Network

First supply
voltage

As described in the Petition. Steinacker and the °674 Patent both address

systems having at least two circuit blocks operating at different supply voltages,

and both describe using a power detection circuit to ensure reliable operation when

the different supply voltages are turned on and off independently of one another.

Compare APPLE-1005, 1:49-52, 2:14-43, 4:45-64 to APPLE-1001, 1:12-54, 1:55-

58: see also Pet., 11-12.

 
Level Shifters

1/O Network

Second supply
voltage 

Paper16, pp. 14-15.
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Explicit Motivation to Combine Steinacker and Doyle

Hysteresis Symbol Inversion Symbol

Level Shifters

1/O Network
Core Network

First supply
voltage voltage

suppliedto it via a first input. In the illustration, the voltage
level detector 5 is in the form of a Schmitt trigger with an
inverting output. However,

circuit, a comparator circuit or comparable circuits. The
inverting output of the voltage level detector 5 1s coupled to
the voltage level shifting unit 4.

APPLE-1005 (Steinacker), 4:49-55.

 
Paper16, pp. 16-17.
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Explicit Motivation to Combine Steinacker and Doyle 
QC’s Expert Agrees That Steinacker’s FIG. 1 Teaches

POSITAto UseInverter with Hysteresis

Hysteresis Symbol Inversion Symbol
Do you see there isacomponentlabelled5

A. Yes.

Q. Do you see there issomesortofgraph

A. Yes,

Q. What does that graph depict to a person of A. Yeah. But, | mean, it's not describing

skill in the art in the 2009 time period? what -- so Figure 1 of the Steinacker just shows a

A. Typically, that kind of notation would

imply the different switching thresholds on the

rising and on the following transition, at the

output of the circuit itself.

what is inside of that.

 
hysteresiswithrespecttotherisingtrippointandIt doesn't have any disclosures about

APPLE-1017 (Dr. Pedram Depo. Trans.), 135:10-136:2, 139:6-14
(cited at Paper 16, p. 17).
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Explicit Motivation to Combine Steinacker and Doyle

40. A POSITA seeking an inverter circuit with hysteresis for use as a

voltage level detector in a multiple supply voltage system would naturally have

considered

 
APPLE-1018 (Dr. Horst Supp. Decl.), 1 40.

threshold voltage of the MOSFET.In the described
embodiment of the invention, the self-compensating
MOScircuit is containedi

an inverter pull-down MO. ving its drain elec-
trode connected to the drain electrode of a P-channel

pull-up MOSFET,the gates of both the pull-up MOS-
FETandthe pull-down MOSFETbeing connected to

an input conductor to which a TTL logic signal iis ap- 
APPLE-1006 (Doyle), 2:67-3:14.

APPLE-1006 (Doyle), FIG. 2.

Cited at Paper16,p. 18.
44
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Explicit Motivation to Combine Steinacker and Doyle

circuit block. Thefirst circuit block receives the reset signal
only when, during a turn-on operation for the circuit
arrangement, the first supply voltage is sufficiently high to
ensure reliable operationof the first circuit block.

The transfer characteristics shown in FIGS. 3A and

3B show the Vj, and Voy:voltages of input level shifting
circuit 15, assuming that Vpp is +15 volts and also

assuming that the slopes ofthe input signal vin are such 
APPLE-1005 (Steinacker), 3:9-14.

applicable to the role of the voltage level detector 5 in Steinacker. In particular, I

noted that hysteresis is especially desirable for detection of power voltages because

these voltages change slowly, and the processor should remainreset until the input

voltage is reliably above the higher threshold. Ex. 1003, { 51. In fact, Steinacker

specifically notes that it soughtfor its circuit to operate effectively even where the

powersupplies exhibit “slow turn-on profiles.” Ex. 1005, 3:12-14. Doyle

similarly assumed and optimizedhis circuit for power supplies with slow turn-on

profiles. See Ex. 1006, 6:28-41. It was well knownthat signals with slow turn-on

profiles were more proneto being affected by noise. APPLE-1024, 87-89. Thus, a 
APPLE-1018 (Dr. Horst Supp. Decl.), 1 41.

45

 d by segment 6A, until a first trippoint 8 is reached, at which time V>,,; increases sharply
(with respect to time) from 0 volts to +15 volts, as
ndicated by segment 7A of Voy; waveform 7. The

IMOSFET device geometries are selected so that the
ip point voltage, designated by dotted line 41, has a

mominal value of 1.5 volts.

APPLE-1006 (Doyle), 6:28-41.

Steinacker Concerned with

Slow Turn-On Profiles and

Doyle Optimized For That

Cited at Paper 16, p. 19-20.
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Explicit Motivation to Combine Steinacker and Doyle 
 , a circuit arrangement frequently has two

circuit blocks which operate at two different supply voltages.

current after the first circuit block is started up. This is
advantageousparticularly for circuit arrangements with lim-
ited current resources,Such"asimthe’case’ofimobile’elec- 

APPLE-1005 (Steinacker), 1:18-20, 3:19-22.

2.1 Reliability and Environmental Issues

This is

due to fact that a mobile phone can be used in; indcor,
outdoor and in a motor vehicle. The indoor and outdoor

environmental conditions can vary significant from one
country or continent to another. Also the environmental
conditions within a vehicle can significantly vary in
different countries.

‘humidity Typical
environmental conditions in which a mobile phone needs

to erat are:

 
APPLE-1019,2.

In communications technology, ‘particularlyinmobile|Itis anotherobjectof the. inventionto. 
 uring process parameters.

In accordance with the present invention, the circuit
consisting of N channel MOSFET 16 with both its
source and bulk terminals connected to resistor R, func-

tions as a “self-compensating” MOSFET, wherein the

resistancee of rresistor R can be selected to cause trip 
APPLE-1006 (Doyle), 2:37-40, 7:17-24.

Steinacker Intended for UseIn

Mobile Devices, Where Temperature
Independence Provided by Doyle

Knownto BeBeneficial

Cited at Paper 2, p. 21, Paper16,p. 20.
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Motivation to Combine with Park

I. INTRODUCTION

for which CMOSisthe primary technology.
*s focus on low poweris not only because of the recent

growing demands of mobile applications.
current after the first circuit block is started up.

To solve the powerdissipation problem, many researchers have
‘itedcurrentresources,such as in the case of mobile elec- proposed different ideas from the device level to the architec-

tronic appliances. : :
PP tural level and above. However, there is no universal way to

one another by the first circuit block.Thisdevelopmentisavoid tradeoffs between power, delay, and area, and thus, de-
signers are required to choose appropriate techniques that sat-
isfy application and product needs. 

APPLE-1005 (Steinacker), 3:19-22, 3:48-54. stacking. Transistor stacking exploits the stack effect; the
stack effect results in substantial subthreshold leakage current
reduction when two or more stacked transistors are turned off

together. Narendra e/ al. study the effectiveness of the stack
effect including effects from increasing the channel length [6].

APPLE-1007(Park), pp. 1-2.

Steinacker Intended for Use In Applications with Limited
Resources and Park Provides Methods for Reducing Power

Cited at Paper 2, pp. 21-22, Paper16, pp. 21-23.
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Motivation Specific To Context of Steinacker 
1. Whether impermissible hindsight was usedin the selection and

combinationof the prior art

No.

2. Whether the reasons given in the Petition are generic statements
divorced from the prior art elements or focus on the specific
references used

No.

Paper7, p. 40; Paper 16, pp. 13-14, 20.
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Motivation to Combine with Park

Q.IsitfairtosaythattoimplementtheQ. Did you see any discussion in Doyle of any

‘sleepstacktechniqueofPark,it'snecessarytokind of sleep signal?

haveasleepsignal?A. Not that | recall.

A. Not that -- | mean, the name is irrelevant. APPLE-1017 (Dr. Pedram Depo.Trans.), 133:22-24
Right? | mean, you can call it anything you want.

. . . . Q. Do you recall a discussion of any sleepYou could call it active or inactive or sleep or

contro! signal X, Y, Z. The name has no signal in the Steinacker reference?
significance here. A.‘|don'trecallthat.| know there's a lot

of discussion about voltage levels of the first

block and the second block, but | don't recall a

stacktechnique,youhavetohaveacontrolsignalspecific reference to sleep.(MaybethereisSome)

 
APPLE-1017 (Dr. Pedram Depo.Trans.), 136:3-9

APPLE-1017 (Dr. Pedram Depo.Trans.), 149:24-150:11

Sleep Signal Required By Sleepy Stack
Technique Not Present in Steinacker or Doyle

Cited at Paper16,p. 23.
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Motivation to Combine with Park

l(a). On the other hand, the sleepy stack technique includessix transistors, two of

whichare driven by sleep signals § and 8S’. See APPLE-1007, 2, FIG. 2. I agree

with Dr. Pedram that, “to implement the sleepy stack technique, you have to have a

control signal that comes in and indicates that you are in the sleep mode or in the

active mode of operation.” APPLE-1017, 149:24-150:11.LalsoagreewithDr.

See APPLE-1017, 133:22-24, 136:3-9. Thus, in

the context of Steinacker and Doyle,@POSITAwouldhavepieferiedtheforced
 

APPLE-1018 (Dr. Horst Supp. Decl.), 1 47.

Sleep Signal Required By Sleepy Stack
Technique Not Present in Steinacker or Doyle

Cited at Paper16,p. 23.
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Motivation to Combine with Park

48. Park noted that, when selecting between “different ideas” for

“solv[ing] the power dissipation problem,” “there is no universal way to avoid

tradeoffs between power, delay, and area, and thus, designers are required to

choose appropriate techniquesthat satisfy application and product needs.” Ex.

1007, 1.EventheParkreferencenotedtherearetradeoffswithregardtoits

and that it was most appropriate

for certain situations (e.g. “systems spending a large percentage oftime in sleep

modeyet requiring ultra-fast wakeup through maintenance ofprecise logic state’).

See Ex, 1007. 1. 13.TagreewithDr.Pedramthat,dependingontheapplication,

|Parkteachesthattheforcedstacktechniqueoffersseveralpotentialbenefitsover

|thesleepstacktechnique.See APPLE-1017, 155:12-18, 157:25-158:12, 159:24-

160:11, 162:6-164:4, 165:16-23.

APPLE-1018 (Dr. Horst Supp. Decl.), 1 48.

Let us focus on the single Vi, 0.07-4m technology imple-
mentation of each benchmark shown in Table I:

‘single-V;,, technology. Compared to the sleep and zigzag ap-
proaches, which do not save state, the sleepy stack approach
results in up to 68% delay increase and up to 138% area in-
crease. Furthermore, compared to the forced stack approach,
which saves state,thesleepyStackapproachresultsinup{0

but the sleepy stack is up to 31% faster.
th
 

APPLE-1007(Park), p. 9.

Contrary to QC’s Assertions
Forced Stack Has Advantages Over Sleepy Stack

51

Cited at Paper16,p. 23.
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Motivation Specific To Context of Steinacker 
1. Whether impermissible hindsight was used in the selection and

combinationof the prior art

No.

Whether the reasonsgivenin the Petition are generic statements
divorced from the prior art elements or focus on the specific
references used

No.

Whether a personofordinary skill in the art would have selected the
forced stack technique overthe sleepy stack technique

Yes.

Paper7, p. 40; Paper16, pp. 13-14, 20, 22-23.
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e Background and Summary of Issues

e Issue 1: AAPA + Majcherczak

e@ Explicit & Art-Specific Motivation to Combine

e No Teaching Away

@ AAPAIs Eligible

e@ Issue 2: Steinacker, Doyle, and Park

e@ Explicit & Art-Specific Motivation to Combine

@ No Teaching Away
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Mitigation,of Alleged Disadvantages
Within Skill of POSITA 

Adj Uusti ng Trans istor S ize 76. Circuits with feedback, including the ’674 Figure 4 circuit and prior
art combinations, do not have the same problem because the gate of the feedback

vit,hteneI d veIae7 transistor is driven all the way to the high (5 V) rail by the inverter, and that
itigates Leakage Itc completely turns off the P-channel feedback FET. The other P-channel FETs can

have thresholds far below the maximum input voltage to keep them off as well.
Vv. Summary

74. Inrunning the SPICE simulations in this report, itiwaslelearthattheWith a -2.3V threshold and the input at 3.3V, the P-channel FET(s) donotstart

conducting until the input voltage drops below 5-2.3=2.7V, keeping the P channel

(tended) The FETthresholds determinethe input level where POC (power on strongly off during normal operation when the input voltage is a 3V or higher.

control) signal is asserted and the levels also affect the leakage once that input

level is reached. A key difference in the AAPAcircuit and the circuits with

 
feedbackis in the setting of the thresholds for the P channel FETs. In all circuits,

APPLE-1018, 9] 74, 76
(cited at Paper16,p. 9).
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Mitigation,of Alleged Disadvantages
Within Skill of POSITA 

41. The ’674 Patent does not specify Vi, or Ron for the transistors in the

circuits in the drawings and specification. Thefact that the °674 Patent does not

Selecting
Transistor Sizes

Within Skill of

POSITA

give guidance in the selection of these key parameters indicates thataPOSITA, 
APPLE-1003, ¥ 41

(cited at Paper 16, p. 10).
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Dr. Horst Confirmed Absence of Disadvantages
Through SPICE Simulation

18. Theslightly higher peak currentof the Steinacker/Doyle/Park circuit

on the rising edge causes the peak powerdissipation to be about 50 microwatts

greater than the 400 microwatts of the ’674 Figure 4 circuit.However,thiscircuit

Tt occurs, for instance, during the brief period when
 

the voltage is first reaching a valid level during the time a portable deviceis
  Vivout24)  powered up. The small increased power would occur perhaps a maximum of a few

| times per hour (muchless than 1 cycle per second), not at GHz frequencies (aIs(Pt8a)  
billion times per second)as implied by Dr. Pedram. Ex. 1017, 180:17-181:9. 

  Is(Pt7a-t)

A =|“vivio)in) ‘UfleylagN16a-ty
    
 

wees eee ee tus us tus, aus,SsBps Bus Tus us toysarenearlyindistinguishable, See Ex. 1017, 162:6-163:2 (Dr. Pedram agreeingthat

Simulations of the 674 Figure 4 circuit (left) and Steinacker/Doyle/Park circuit
(tight) Wavefo are nearly identical small differences in the milliwatt to microwatt range maketheresults in FIG. 17(b)

 
of Park no better or worse than one another).

20. The simulations show that with the chosen simulation parameters, the

Steinacker/Doyle/Park circuit does not exhibit the problems imagined by Dr.

Pedram,Theleakagecurrentisnotsignificantlyinereased,therearenoDC 
APPLE-1018, 9] 18-20fightingconditions,andthereisnobreakdownincircuitfunetionality*
(cite at Paper 16, p. 24).
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Combination of Steinacker, Doyle, and Park

Connect Doyle’s
Inverter As Described

by Steinacker
(APPLE-1005, 4:47-53)

Apply Park’s Forced Stack
Techniqueto Doyle’s Inverter

 
 
 

  
   
 

    
FIG. 1(a) of Park

(“Forced stack technique
applied to an inverter”)

ead
FIG. 2 of Doyle

feedback
network

powerup/
downdetector

(per Park) signal processorSecond Supply Voltage 1.2
(Vio) (per Steinacker)

feedback signal

First Supply Voltage 1.1
(Vcore) (per Steinacker) 24 Controlsignalto voltagelevel shifting unit 4

(per Steinacker)

 
Paper2, p. 20.
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Dependent Claim.5—
Level Shifting Circuit Receives Control Signal

[5.0] The multiple supply voltage device ofclaim ifurther comprising: an input’

co

Latteoutput (/Q) network operative at a second supply voltage, wherein saidI/O net-

wowork is coupled to said core network and said control network, and wherein said ; Delay Element

I/O network is configured to receive said control signal.

The combination set forth in Sections III.A.1-5 renders limitation [5.0] obvi- 8A

( Voltage Level )|
‘put/ontput(10)networkrecitedinclaim5)steinacker describes thatthe level Fist PONeyVeoltage Level

shifting unit 4 is connected to (and operative at) the second supply voltage via con- aveShifting Unit

nection 16. See APPLE-1005, FIG. 2. 6:25-29: see also APPLE-1003. 4 94.

 
Paper2, p. 35.
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Dependent Claim.5—
Mapping Consistent with AnalogousPrior Art

[5.0] The multiple suppiv voltage device ofclaim 1 further comprising: an input/

output (I/O) network operative at a second supplvvoltage, wherein said I/O net-

work is coupled to said core network and said control network, and wherein said

L/O network is configured to receive said control signal.

The combination set forth in Sections ITT.A.1-5 renders limitation [5.0] obvi-

ous.Thelevelshiftingunit4describedbySteinackerisatleastaportionofthein-

‘put/output(1/0)networkrecitedinclaim5)Steinacker describes that the level

shifting unit 4 is connected to (and operative at) the second supply voltage via con-

nection 16. See APPLE-1005, FIG.2, 6:25-29: see also APPLE-1003, § 94.

Paper2, 20.

(0003] Since these circuits have to be used in systems
whose power supply voltage is higher,

. For the

transmission of output signals, this level matching is carried
out by a level translator type selector switch, which receives
the interface power supply voltage. This switch matches the
levels of the logic signals received from the core of the
integrated circuit, and those received from the external
circuits with which it exchanges data.

APPLE-1008 (Majcherczak), {| 0003
(cited at Paper 15, p. 26).

 
Analogouspriorart classifies

level shifting circuits as part of
input/output (I/O) network.
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Apple’s Expert Confirmed Through SPICE Simulation
No Increased Leakage Compared to AAPA
  

          
    

       Vivioytit)            
 

 
 

AAPA(left) and AAPA/Majcherezak (right) showing leakage current and power
on log scales as input voltage oscillates between 3 and 3.3V.

 
64. Based ontheseresults,it is clear to see that when the input voltage

only slightly exceeds the threshold and is subject to normal variations due to load

and noise,theAAPA/Majcherezakcombinationwouldhaveresultedinsignificant

decreasespowerConSUMptiONOVENIHeWAPAYThis is motivation to choose the 
AAPA/Majcherezak combination. APPLE-1018, | 59, 64

Cited at Paper 18,p. 10.
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Apple’s Expert Confirmed Through SPICE Simulation
Negligible Leakage Compared to Majcherczak
   

  
   

 
    
 

 

 Vivieyaz
 

Vevaet"1itt)
      

 

 
  

. ae te ae Ge ee Te Oe Re ae he abe We te
Majcherezak/AAPA (left) and Majcherezak alone (right) with | pf load on node
PN. With Majcherezak alone, the loss of input poweris not detected.

108 rar   js

(have(extremelylowleakage(duringnormaloperation)The AAPA/Majcherezak

combination has a small current pulse when the input voltage is falling, but

Majcherezak alone draws almost no current when the input voltageis falling. This

might looklike a benefit, butinfactitmeansthatthecircuitdoesnotactivelypull
 

downthePNnodewhentheinputisfalling)Simulation showedthata tiny Cited atPaper,:anA
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QC Argues Against Its Own Expert’s Testimony

A. Yeah. But, | mean, it's not describing

what -- so Figure 1 of the Steinacker just shows a

Hysteresis Symbol Inversion Symbol

what is inside of that.

 
It doesn't have any disclosures about

 
APPLE-1017 (Dr. Pedram Depo. Trans.), 139:6-14 (cited at Paper 16, p. 17).

But Petitioner reads too much into Steimacker.‘ThetextofSteinackerincludes

voltageleveldetectorwithhysteresis.Further, the symbol shown in Steinacker’s

figure for the voltage level detector 5 is, in fact, a symbol for a Schmitt trigger, which 
uses hysteresis to have differing trip points. But Steinacker also teaches that in place

QC Sur-Reply (Paper 19), p. 22.
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Dr. Pedram: Relies On Unclaimed Features

to Distinguish Prior Art Combinations

The ‘674 solution to this problem (as seen in Fig. 4 of ‘674, for example) is to (1)

add a series-connected second PMOStransistor M5 below the first PMOS

transistor M4 to reduce leakage current from VI/O to the said output terminal due

to the stack effect of series-connected transistors in the pull-up section of the

Power U/D Detector 100, and 
[sectionofthePowerU/DDetector100.Inthis way. when Vcore is high, the

QC-2002 (Dr. Pedram Decl.), | 72 (cited at Paper 12, p. 24).

1. A multiple supply voltage device comprising:

at least onefirst transistor coupled to a second supply voltage, the at least one morefirst
transistor being configured to switch on whensaid first supply voltage is powered down and to switch
off whensaid first supply voltage is powered on;

at least one second transistor coupled in series with the at least onefirst transistor and coupled
to said first supply voltage, the at least one second transistor being configured to switch on whensaid
first supply voltage is powered on and to switch off whensaid first supply voltage is powered down;

at least one third transistor coupled in series betweentheat least onefirst transistor and the at
least one second transistor.

 
APPLE-1001, 8:44-9:3 (cited at Paper 7, pp. 6-7).
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